10 best health and medical
WordPress themes in 2019
Health is one of those sectors where trust is the most
important thing and in this world where competition exists in
every step it is quite necessary for your website to look neat
and clean so that that sort of trust can be gained. In this
era of effective communication and effective use of the
internet people can navigate your page just before going
directly.
You can choose what sort of information you want on the
homepage, which design and all other things so themes are just
here to help you. Here we present you the top 10 best listed
health and medical WordPress themes of the year 2017.
1. Wellness

If you want something that creates an environment of trust and
reliability then this the perfect theme for you as I have
mentioned earlier it is quite important to gain trust in the
field of health. It has got all those traits which are
essential for establishing oneself as a successful medical
practitioner.

The layouts of this theme are designed with a built-in page
builder with a number of pre- designed layouts. The main
feature of Wellness that is suitable for a clinic or hospital
is that it comes with welcome built- in appointment request
system that enables patients to book directly from the
homepage only.
2. Regina Pro

Regina Pro is one of the most versatile themes of WordPress.
It has got all the features required in the medical field. The
makers of Regina Pro are very ambitious but they have made it
the most out of their aim.
It provides four homepage demos bundled up with premium
plugins. It is a gorgeous theme with a very modern, light and
catchy outlook. It was actually developed by Macho themes.
It’s key features include easy team management to showcase
your individual medical professionals, templates for common
pages like “contact us” and it uses the WordPress customizer
for real time customization.
3. Medical Pro

Medical Pro showcases your health institution as the one which
is comprehensive for all kinds of medical care. It is actually
a twitter Bootstrap based theme. It gives 4 homepage demo
choices as well as Booked plugin for online appointments. But
it doesn’t end here you get access to 12 different templates
for common medical pages.
It includes a Revolution Slider, Visual Composer and Time
Table. It has got 12 12 templates for team members, services,
testimonials and more. It even includes PSD files for easy
customization.
4. Medico

Medico puts it’s best to help your client in every way with a
great navigation venue and a dynamic contact form and a very

well structured information and you can find them all at just
one click away. Not only this but this theme allows you to
publish portfolios, latest news, blog post and even has a shop
section for chemist.
If you build up your site using this you can interact with
your clients really well. It’s key features include responsive
layout, unlimited sliders support, advanced admin
customization, unlimited portfolios, working appointment form,
visual short code generator and price table builder.
5. Divi

Oh! I never get tired of writing about this theme. Actually
it’s fit for every type of site that you are building up since
it is a multi- purpose theme. It’s professional and
customization feature has made it so popular. This is the
reason why it is appropriate to build up a medical site too.
The key features of Divi are fully responsive, drag-and-drop
page builder, parallax and video backgrounds, pre-made layouts
and fully customizable.
6. Medicare

Medicare is specially built up for the medical sites. It is a
WordPress theme from Envanto Elite Author Bold themes. It is
perfect for both medical practitioners and clinic websites.
I’s basic featured are two different pre-built booking forms,
uses WordPress Customizer, includes demo content for key
medical pages and includes Bold Builder for easy page
building.
7. Medical Press

Just like Medical Pro, Medical Press is also a Twitter
Bootstrap- based theme that includes 4 different appointment
booking forms with plenty of helpful demo content. It also
comes from Envato Power Elite author InspiryThemes and has a
4.45-star rating on over 3,500 sales, which is a plus pont.
It’s key features includes 4 different built-in appointment
booking forms, revolution Slider, different templates for
listing doctors, services, testimonials, etc and includes a
child theme.
8. Home Care

Home Care is a marvelous theme for health organizations. It
has a modern, sleek and stylish look. The amazing parallax and
lazy loading effects, along with the catchy animations, make
the navigation so smooth. The theme has a professional and
clean look, dominated by white space.
It’s basic characteristics are responsive design, fully
editable, custom post types and post formats, multilingual
ready, 80+ short codes, filterable portfolio and multiple
color options.
9. HealthFlex

HealthFlex is especially designed for the medical
institutions. It is a modern theme which includes 3 different
homepage demos along with short codes.
It’s key characteristics are includes Visual Composer, demos

for a variety of medical uses and WPML and WooCommerce
compatible. HealthFlex is different from others from the list
due to it’s look.
10.

MediCenter

MediCenter is also designed only for the medical institutions.
It is suitable for all the health and medical related
projects. It is an elite and elegant theme.
The theme is designed in a minimalist and modern style with
strong color accents. It comes with wide and boxed layouts
that can be interchanged into 20 different combinations.

